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My Introduction to Service-Learning

Elder Academy @ Lingnan Lingnan Gardeners

S-L Central Asia Trip



Why Add S-L?

Graduation requirement at LU

Draw from own learning experiences
More effective, impactful learning



What boxes should S-L check? 

 Interesting to you and students

 Feasible

 Beneficial for all parties

 Connection between lessons and service

 Not take up a lot of time



What boxes should S-L check? 

 Interesting to you and students

Who doesn’t love Ocean Park?



What boxes should S-L check? 

 Feasible

• Utilize experience of S-L staff and Ocean Park

• Trial run in summer 2018

Despite experience and preparation, still encountered problems!

Don’t need to develop from scratch—build on previous work



What boxes should S-L check? 

 Beneficial for all parties

Professor: Achieve teaching goals, develop career

Students: Improve education, gain work experience, improve people 
skills

S-L Staff: Achieve S-L goals, recruit believers, attain project goals

Ocean Park: Obtain manpower, promote conservation message, 
improve visitor experience

Ocean Park Visitors: Receive education and enhanced visit

All participants motivated!



What boxes should S-L check? 

 Connection between lessons and service

Need to modify syllabus to align with service plan



What boxes should S-L check? 

 Not take up a lot of time

Harsh reality of academia is that we need to maximize research time

Utilize the experience of OSL staff and Ocean Park 

Chloe SIU and Nam Kiu CHAN
(past and current) Programme Manager
Jockey Club “We Care, We Serve & We 

Learn @ Tuen Mun” Programme

Joy LAM
(past) Senior Project Officer

S-L Coordinator for Faculty of Arts 
and Science Unit

Cecilia AUYEUNG
Teaching assistant



Timeline

2016 2017 2018 2019

Decision of Science 
Unit to include S-L 
in cluster courses

Prof McGinley S-L 
syllabus approved

Prof McGinley 
1st S-L Class

Prof McGinley 
2nd S-L Class

Prof McGinley 
3rd S-L Class

My S-L syllabus 
approved

1st meeting with 
Ocean Park

Summer Trial Run

My first S-L 
Class

Central Asia 
S-L Trip

Prof McGinley 
4th S-L Class

2020

Presentation at 
S-L conference

Publication



Service-Learning Activities

Ocean Park training session



Service-Learning Activities

Service Days



Service-Learning Activities

Wrap-up Session



Service Activity

“I believed this is a good experience and chance to learn more about knowledge related to 
the environment and also animals which I could apply these into the service. Besides these 

hard skills, I have also acquired different kinds of soft skills like communication and 
cooperating skills. Thus, in this service-learning course, I have really gained things that 

I could not gain just by reading textbooks.”

Feedback



Teamwork

“For our group, together we got a wonderful time. Although, we do not assign which one is 
responsible for a particular work, things work perfectly fine. We always stay together, 

therefore, there always someone giving you a helping hand, for example, 

two of us are conducting the booth games, if there are many people waiting, one of us will be 
responsible for inviting people to join , the other one will be maintaining the order. Division of 
labour does help us to work effectively and efficiently.” 

Feedback



Increased Intergenerational Communication

“In the beginning, we thought that he (elderly) was not capable of doing many things 

because of his age. However, he is very smart and tough. Not only did he approach 

visitors actively, but also spoke English fluently and interactively. I think he was the team 
member who performed the best during our service. ”

“Service at OP (Ocean Park) provides a very good opportunity for student and 
elderly to communicate because we stayed with each other for the whole day. We 

had lunch together; we stayed together for the break; we shared our past stories; we talked 
about their future. I (elderly) gave them some suggestions and we discussed my suggestions.”

Feedback



Relationship to Course Material

“my service learning experience was supremely insightful in the sense that it allowed me to 
evaluate and assess knowledge we learned in class through a new 
perspective: as a teacher of sorts. Teaching, as anyone who has ever done it knows, is 

certainly not easy. In order to properly teach something, one must have a comprehensive 
understanding of the subject matter at hand. One’s perceived understanding of something 
comes under severe challenge when one is forced to answer difficult questions about that thing. 
Thus, my understanding of the material we learned in class was strengthened  by my 
participation in service learning, along with the extent to which I felt confident that I 
understood the course material.”

“our main duty was to spread out the importance of ocean conservation which is taught and 

discussed about during the lecture. The experience in Ocean Park actually allows me to apply 
what I have learnt into the reality. This a great chance for me to apply my knowledge 

into daily life, thus I could better memorize and understand the things I have leant.” 

Feedback



Why do we think this worked well?

• Ocean Park visitors are diverse—each presents a unique problem to solve

• Elders and students each have different strengths—teamwork was needed 
to solve these problems.

• All participants were new to the service—nobody was the expert

• Plenty of break time together to get to know each other on a personal 
level—carried over into the classroom!

Elder and University Students as Service Providers



Conclusion

• Service-Learning is an amazing tool for education

• Take advantage of the enthusiastic human resources (service 
partner, students, elders)

• Consider giving a shared role of service provider to both elders 
and students

• New approach to get non-science majors interested in science!
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